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a b s t r a c t
Ti-based bulk metallic glass was irradiated by a 20 MeV Cl4+ ion beam under liquid-nitrogen cooling,
which produced remarkable surface smoothing and roughening that respectively correspond to normal
and off-normal incidence angles of irradiation. Atomic force microscopy conﬁrms two types of periodic
ripples distributed evenly over the rough glass surface. In terms of mechanism, irradiation-induced viscosity agrees with the theoretical prediction for metallic glasses near glass transition temperature. Here,
a model is introduced, based on relaxation of conﬁned viscous ﬂow with a thin liquid-like layer, that
explains both surface smoothing and ripple formation. This study demonstrates that bulk metallic glass
has high morphological instability and low viscosity under ion irradiation, which assets can pave new
paths for metallic glass applications.
© 2016 Published by Elsevier B.V.

1. Introduction
Because of their unique mechanical and chemical properties,
such as high strength and superior resistance to corrosion, metallic
glasses (MGs) have attracted great interest in recent decades [1–5].
Due to their inherent disordered structure, they are supposed to
be ideal potential candidates for application in nuclear-irradiated
environments or deep space. Many studies focus on intrinsic irradiation responses by MGs, including damage morphology [6],
enhanced mechanical performance [7] and local structural change
[8,9]. Studies show that the ion beam resistance capability of MGs
is much improved over corresponding crystalline counterparts
and even traditional radiation resistance materials [10,11]. As an
effective means for surface smoothing and pattern formation, ion
beam irradiation has been widely used on amorphous materials,
such as ␣-Si, ␣-SiO2 and ␣-C ﬁlms [12–14]. Most theories [15–17]
describing the evolution of surface morphologies involve a competition between smoothing mechanisms, such as surface diffusion
or viscous ﬂow, and roughening mechanisms, such as sputtering
or deposition. The named processes are of importance for various aspects of thin amorphous ﬁlm science and micro-fabrication
[18,19]. However, research is lacking on surface smoothing and MG
morphology evolution. Mayr and Shao found that ion irradiation of
MG ﬁlms, in appropriate doses, can remove superﬁcial mountain-

like features and reduce the mean surface roughness [20,21]. Mayr
proposed that viscous ﬂow is the dominant surface relaxation
mechanism during surface smoothing [22,23]. Thomas demonstrated that surface roughness of Fe-Ni ﬁlms initially decreases,
then increases at increased ﬂuence levels. They attributed change
in surface morphology to interplay between ion-induced sputtering, volume diffusion and surface diffusion [24]. To explain the
ultra-smoothness of MG ﬁlms, other mechanisms have also been
proposed, such as ballistic effect [14,25]. Actually, surface morphology evolution of irradiated MGs is rather complex, as it depends on
incident angle, ion energy and target material. Regarding formation
of patterns and ripples during heavy ion irradiation, the kinetics
of MG surface smoothing is still unclear. Thus far, most irritation
experiments were carried out on thin MG samples just several or
dozens of micrometers in scale, which thin ﬁlms may be not stable
when constrained on a substrate, causing the intrinsic irradiated
response of the material itself to be hidden or attenuated [26,27].
In this work, the surface morphology of Ti40 Zr25 Be30 Cr5 bulk
MGs under Cl4+ ion irradiation (20 MeV) is studied. Surface smoothing and ripple formation occur corresponding respectively to
normal and off-normal incidence. The kinetics and related mechanism for smoothing and ripple formation are discussed.

2. Experiments
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Ti-based bulk MGs with 5 mm diameter were prepared by arc
melting a mixture of elements with purity higher than 99.9% in
an argon atmosphere and then chilled casting into a copper mold.
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Fig. 1. XRD diagrams of Ti-based MGs (black- as-cast, red- normal irradiation, blue,
off-normal irradiation). (For interpretation of the references to colour in this ﬁgure
legend, the reader is referred to the web version of this article.)

Specimens 5 mm in length were cut from the resulting rods. Prior
to irradiation experiments, surfaces of the samples were mechanically polished to a mirror ﬁnish and cleaned ultrasonically. Next, the
prepared samples were irradiated at two incident angles (0◦ normal incidence, 70◦ off-normal incidence) at a ﬂuence of 1.6 × 1016
ions/cm2 , while parameters of the ion beams and displacement
damage were calculated using SRIM2008 code [19]. During irradiation, beam size was about 2.5 × 1.8 cm2 and the sample holder
was cooled by liquid nitrogen. The X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis
was carried out on a Philips PW 1050 diffractometer using CuK␣
radiation, whereas morphology was tested by scanning electron
microscope (SEM, JEM-2100F) and atomic force microscope (AFM,
Hysitron Tribo Scope).
3. Results and discussions
Shown in Fig. 1 are XRD patterns of the as-cast Ti-based MG,
as well as MGs irradiated at normal and off-normal incidences. In
said ﬁgure, both the irradiated and untreated Ti-based MGs clearly
exhibit only one broad diffraction peak in the XRD curves, conﬁrming amorphous structure at near-surface. However, the peak
intensity of the irradiated sample exhibits a slight drop when compared with the control sample, demonstrating that the amorphous
state becomes more disordered as the accelerated Cl4+ ion sets a
large number of matrix atoms into motion.
In Fig. 2 appear SEM images of as-cast and irradiated and
untreated Ti-based MG samples at a ﬂuence of 1.6 × 1016 ions/cm2 ,
wherein the untreated sample is essentially featureless, having a
relatively homogeneous surface without obvious intrinsic defects.
By contrast, obvious surface features appear on the Ti-based specimen surface after normal irradiation [28]. As shown in Fig. 2b, there
are two main kinds of damage pits on the irradiated surface: one
crater-like with an average diameter less than 3 um, and the other,
blister-like, possessing a much larger size ranging from 5 to 20 um.

The size of the crater-like damage pits is different from others produced by energetic ion and cluster ion impact in other metallic
materials [29,30]. The “damaged” region should be viewed as an
intrinsic defect of most MGs, which is caused by the interaction
of the high-energy ion beam and amorphous states. Interestingly,
both the “damaged” and “matrix” regions have relatively smooth
surfaces, which is not true in the case of the off-normal system. As
shown in Fig. 2c, two kinds of damage pits also appear on the irradiated surface and the surface of the irradiated region is uneven. A
periodic ripple or wavelike pattern appears in both the blister-like
and matrix regions, with a spatial periodicity over the off-normal
ion-bombarded surface. It should be noted that the surface ripples
may ﬂow along the ion beam in the “crater-like features” region,
concealing the “damaged” characteristic.
To further demonstrate the morphology of surface smoothing
and roughening, AFM was introduced to the irradiated systems. As
shown in Fig. 3, the surface is relatively smooth in both the “matrix”
and “damaged” regions after normal irradiation, with mean surface
roughness values of 12.3, 6.6, 5.1, 3.4 and 3.6 nm over increasing
irradiation time. It is evident that the mean surface roughness of Tibased MG decreases with increasing dose within the tested ﬂuence
range, which conﬁrms smoothing of surfaces.
Fig. 4a and b details AFM images of surface features produced
by off-normal irradiation. Interestingly, two kinds of ripples appear,
while the propagation direction of the wave vector is parallel to the
incidence of the ion beam. The surface ripples in the matrix region
have a broad wavelength (1300 nm) and amplitude (350 nm), while
the ripple in the damaged region is compressed, with a wavelength
of about 467 nm and an amplitude of 30 nm. Fig. 4c shows the
adjoining region between the damaged and matrix states, in which
a valley formed with maximum depth of 2.5 um at the adjoining
position, close to the penetration depth of the Cl4+ ion (1.7 um,
calculated by SRIM2008 code).
Notably, the process of surface smoothing and roughing in solids
is rather complex, depending as it does on the properties of the
incident ion, incident angle and target solid. For low-energy ion
irradiation, the projectiles are implanted the near surface. In this
case, the main cause of surface roughening is believed to be surface
erosion or deposition, while surface smoothing appears to be due
to surface diffusion or viscous ﬂow. In our studies (E = 20 MeV), the
calculated number of sputtered atoms per incident ion under highenergy heavy ion irradiation is less than 1 for heavy ions [31,32].
Moreover, surface smoothing and roughening appear at a relatively
low temperature, indicating that macroscopic thermal effect and
diffusion are unimportant.
Many recent studies indicate that amorphous materials behave
in a viscoelastic manner during heavy ion irradiation. Surface viscous ﬂow may play a dominant quantitative role in surface diffusion
and sputtering, which processes are driven by a Laplace stress that
generates a particle current and causes viscosity to decrease its
by action on the local surface. The radiation-induced viscosity, ,
is extracted using the method developed by Snoeks et al. [33].

Fig. 2. Surface morphology of Ti-based MGs (a- as-cast, b- normal irradiation, c- off-normal irradiation).
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Fig. 3. Typical AFM micrographs and cross-sectional proﬁles of the normally-irradiated Ti-based MG surfaces (a) “matrix” region, (b) “damaged” region. The insert shows
the evolution of surface roughness under increased displacements per atom (DPA).

Table 1
Experimental parameters of Ti-based MGs with irradiation under the model
described by Eq. (1).
Sn (keV/um)

k (dpa/s)



E (GPa)

18.8
C (10−6 J Km−3 )
3.0

1.4 × 10−3
r (nm)
5

0.35
D (cm2 /s)
1 × 10−3

120 [24]
t (s)
2 × 10−11

Radiation-induced viscosity in the amorphous solid is described
by [34,35]:
=

 (7 − 5v) ECT


Sn e
k 10 1 − v2

, (1)

where particle ﬂux is represented by , displacement rates by k,
Poisson ratio by v, elastic modulus by E, mass density by , speciﬁc heat by C and nuclear stopping power by Sn , which is derived
from Monte Carlo calculations (TRIM2008). T is a parameter
that describes the increase of temperature within the cascade, and
which is necessary to allow sufﬁcient ﬂow for plastic deformation.
The resulting T values can be obtained by the Eq. (2):
T =

Q

1

(4)1.5 C (Dt)1.5



exp

r2
−
4Dt



(2)

The relevant parameters are listed in Table 1. A ﬂux of 1.6 × 1016
ions/cm2 , corresponds to a viscosity of =4 × 1012 Pa s, which
is similar to the results found in MGs close to glass transition
temperature [36]. Compared to the case for thermally-activated
viscous ﬂow, radiation-induced viscosity is signiﬁcantly lower,
which accounts for surface smoothing or roughening of Ti-based
bulk MG systems.
For a detailed study of the relationship between the viscous
ﬂow and the surface relaxation mechanism, the evolution of power
spectral density (PSD) was analyzed, which is easily accessible

via measurements by different light scattering techniques or from
Fourier analysis of height proﬁles measured by different imaging techniques. To some extent, the dominant relaxation process
can be identiﬁed by the asymptotic wavenumber scaling of PSD.
Fig. 5 summarizes the typical evolution of PSD during ion beam
interaction. Starting from the initial surface PSD (f = 0), an initial
rapid decrease of the surface features wavenumber is observed,
followed by a steady state, in which PSD grows according to a
power law thus: PSD(f = q/2) ∝ q−4 . According to Orchard [37], in
the applied equation, the q−4 dependence of PSD shows smoothing via viscous ﬂow conﬁned to the surface or via the mechanism
of superﬁcial diffusion [38]. In the case of smoothing by mechanism of conﬁned viscous ﬂow, the wavelength should increase
with increasing ion energy, which prediction accords with our
experimental data. The q−4 dependence appears under both normal
and off-normal incidences, indicating that surface-conﬁned viscous
ﬂow plays dominant role during Cl4+ ion irradiation of Ti-based
bulk MGs, which result differs from those for thin MG ﬁlm systems [18,22]. We speculate that surfaces of bulk MGs have a high
morphological instability and low viscosity under Cl4+ ion irradiation. On one hand, the low viscosity of Ti-based MG results in
surface smoothing by a vertical Laplace stress under normal incidence angle irradiation. On the other hand, the shear component
of the Laplace stress induced by off-normal incidence gives rise to
the observed surface roughening and formation of ripples.
4. Conclusion
Ti-based metallic glass was irradiated by Cl4+ ions under liquidnitrogen cooling. Obvious smoothing and roughening phases on the
MG surface resulted, which correspond respectively to the normal
and off-normal incidence angles. Atomic force microscopy conﬁrms
two types of periodic ripples distributed evenly over the rough surface. The irradiation-induced viscosity of MG is about 4 × 1012 Pa s,
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Fig. 4. Typical AFM micrographs and cross-sectional proﬁles of off-normal-irradiated Ti-based MG surfaces (a) “matrix” region, (b) “damaged” region and (c) region adjoining
the “damaged” and “matrix” states. The solid line in Fig. 4 is the incidence direction of the ion beam.

Log (PSD/nm^4)

16

which accords with the theoretical prediction for metallic glasses
close to glass transition temperature. Surface-conﬁned viscous ﬂow
plays a dominant quantitative role, which is due to radiationinduced softening of the low-viscosity surface layer.
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